Booklist for Semester I – Fall 2015-CO 2017

PHA 223 ANATOMY
REQUIRED
• Agur, A., Dalley, A. Grant’s Atlas of Anatomy, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 13e, ISBN 978-1-60831-756-1 +++


SUPPLEMENTAL:

PHA 217 PHARMACOLOGY I
REQUIRED:

ISBN 978-0-07-182505-4***

SUPPLEMENTAL:

PHA 215 PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS I
REQUIRED

SUPPLEMENTAL:

*** Books available through Access Medicine
+++ Books available through online LLW Library

PHA 212 PHYSIOLOGY
REQUIRED

SUPPLEMENTAL

PHA 224 MEDICINE I –ENT, Ophthalmology, Infectious Disease, Dermatology, Pulmonary, Gastroenterology
REQUIRED

SUPPLEMENTAL

*** Books available through Access Medicine
+++ Books available through online LLW Library